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ENGINEERING ECONOMICS Oct 31 2019
Designed as a textbook for undergraduate
students in various engineering
disciplines—Mechanical, Civil, Industrial
Engineering, Electronics Engineer-ing and
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Computer Science—and for postgraduate
students in Industrial Engineering and Water
Resource Management, this comprehensive and
well-organized book, now in its Second Edition,
shows how complex economic decisions can be
made from a number of given alternatives. It
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provides the managers not only a sound basis
but also a clear-cut approach to making
decisions. These decisions will ultimately result
in minimizing costs and/or maximizing benefits.
What is more, the book adequately illustrates
the concepts with numerical problems and
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Indian cases. While retaining all the chapters of
the previous edition, the book adds a number of
topics to make it more comprehensive and
more student friendly. What’s New to This
Edition • Discusses different types of costs such
as average cost, recurring cost, and life cycle
cost. • Deals with different types of cost
estimating models, index numbers and capital
allowance. • Covers the basics of
nondeterministic decision making. • Describes
the meaning of cash flows with probability
distributions and decision making, and
selection of alternatives using simulation. •
Discusses the basic concepts of Accounting.
This book, which is profusely illustrated with
worked-out examples and a number of
diagrams and tables, should prove extremely
useful not only as a text but also as a reference
for those offering courses in such areas as
Project Management, Production Management,
and Financial Management.
Principles of Engineering Economics with
Applications Oct 12 2020 Delivers a
comprehensive textbook for a single-semester
course in engineering economics/engineering
economy for undergraduate engineering
students.
Basics of Engineering Economy Apr 29 2022
This text covers the basic techniques and
applications of engineering economy for all
disciplines in the engineering profession. The
writing style emphasizes brief, crisp coverage
of the principle or technique discussed in order
to reduce the time taken to present and grasp

the essentials. The objective of the text is to
explain and demonstrate the principles and
techniques of engineering economic analysis as
applied in different fields of engineering. This
brief text includes coverage of multiple
attribute evaluation for instructors who want to
include non-economic dimensions in alternative
evaluation and the discussion of risk
considerations in the appendix, compared to
Blank's comprehensive text, where these topics
are discussed in two unique chapters.
Managerial and Engineering Economy Jun 27
2019
Engineering Economy Dec 14 2020 The
Empress Zoe, ruthless and cruel, rules the
eastern Mediterranean. To fight her battles, she
employs an army of Vikings - the most fearsome
warriors of their time. Led by the legendary
Harald Hardrada, these mercenaries will do
whatever it takes to win. Hiding in their ranks
is Solveig - a fifteen-year-old girl. Amid the
excitement and danger of combat, she must
face terrible truths about the brutality of her
people - and of her father. And, in the end, she
will have to choose between all she holds dear,
and what she believes is right. An epic
adventure about Vikings and Saracens, ship
battles and land-raids, loyalty and sacrifice.
Engineering Economy Aug 02 2022
Engineering Economy is intended to serve as a
text for classroom instruction in undergraduate,
introductory courses in Engineering Economics.
It also serves as a basic reference for use by
practicing engineers in all specialty areas (e.g.,
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chemical, civil, computer, electrical, industrial,
and mechanical engineering). The book is also
useful to persons engaged in the management
of technical activities. ¿ Used by engineering
students worldwide, this best-selling text
provides a sound understanding of the
principles, basic concepts, and methodology of
engineering economy. Built upon the rich and
time-tested teaching materials of earlier
editions, it is extensively revised and updated to
reflect current trends and issues, with an
emphasis on the economics of engineering
design throughout. It provides one of the most
complete and up-to-date studies of this vitally
important field. ¿ MyEngineeringLab for
Engineering Economy is a total learning
package that is designed to improve results
through personalized learning.
MyEngineeringLab is an online homework,
tutorial, and assessment program that truly
engages students in learning. It helps students
better prepare for class, quizzes, and
exams—resulting in better performance in the
course—and provides educators a dynamic set
of tools for gauging individual and class
progress.¿ ¿¿ Teaching and Learning
Experience This program will provide a better
teaching and learning experience—for you and
your students. It will help: Personalize
Learning: MyEngineeringLab provides students
with a personalized interactive learning
environment, where they can learn at their own
pace and measure their progress. Provide a
Solid Foundation in the Principles, Concepts,
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and Methodology of Engineering Economy:
Students will learn to understand and apply
economic principles to engineering. Prepare
Students for Professional Practice:¿ Students
will develop proficiency with the process for
making rational decisions that they are likely to
encounter in professional practice. Support
Learning: The TestGen testbank allows
instructors to regenerate algorithmicallygenerated variables within each problem to
offer students a virtually unlimited number of
paper or online assessments. Note: You are
purchasing a standalone product;
MyEngineeringLab does not come packaged
with this content. If you would like to purchase
both the physical text and MyEngineeringLab
¿search for ISBN-10: 0133750213/ISBN-13:
9780133750218. That package includes
ISBN-10: 0133439275/ISBN-13:
9780133439274 and ISBN-10: 0133455343
/ISBN-13: 9780133455342. MyEngineeringLab
is not a self-paced technology and should only
be purchased when required by an instructor.
Principles of Engineering Economic Analysis
Jun 07 2020
Engineering Economy: Analysis of Capital
Expenditures Jan 27 2022
Chemical Engineering Economics Feb 02 2020
least, the author wishes to thank his constantly
helpful wife Maggie and his secretary Pat
Weimer; the former for her patience,
encouragement, and for acting as a soundingboard, and the latter who toiled endlessly,
cheerfully, and most competently on the book's
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preparation. CONTENTS Preface / iii 1.
INTRODUCTION / 1 Frequently Used Economic
Studies / 2 Basic Economic Subjects / 3
Priorities / 3 Problems / 6 Appendixes / 6
References / 6 2. EQUIPMENT COST
ESTIMATING / 8 Manufacturers' Quotations / 8
Estimating Charts / 10 Size Factoring
Exponents / 11 Inflation Cost Indexes / 13
Installation Factor / 16 Module Factor / 18
Estimating Accuracy / 19 Estimating Example /
19 References / 21 3. PLANT COST
ESTIMATES / 22 Accuracy and Costs of
Estimates / 22 Cost Overruns / 25 Plant Cost
Estimating Factors / 26 Equipment Installation /
28 Instrumentation / 30 v vi CONTENTS Piping
/ 30 Insulation / 30 Electrical / 30 Buildings / 32
Environmental Control / 32 Painting, Fire
Protection, Safety Miscellaneous / 32 Yard
Improvements / 32 Utilities / 32 Land / 33
Construction and Engineering Expense,
Contractor's Fee, Contingency / 33 Total
Multiplier / 34 Complete Plant Estimating
Charts / 34 Cost per Ton of Product / 35 Capital
Ratio (Turnover Ratio) / 35 Factoring
Exponents / 37 Plant Modifications / 38 Other
Components of Total Capital Investment / 38
Off-Site Facilities / 38 Distribution Facilities /
39 Research and Development, Engineering,
Licensing / 40 Working Capital / 40
Engineering Economy Jan 15 2021 Engineering
Economy is meant as an introductory course for
undergraduate students, and it explains and
demonstrates the principles and techniques of
engineering economic analysis as applied in
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different fields of engineering.
Engineering Economic Analysis Mar 29
2022 Praised for its accessible tone and
extensive problem sets, this trusted text
familiarizes students with the universal
principles of engineering economics. This
essential introduction features a wealth of
specific Canadian examples and has been fully
updated with new coverage of inflation
andenvironmental stewardship as well as a new
chapter on project management.
Engineering Economic Analysis Jul 01 2022
Loose Leaf for Engineering Economy Jan 03
2020
Engineering Economy Dec 02 2019
Engineering Economy May 07 2020 This book
emphasizes the concepts and techniques of
analysis that prove useful in evaluating the
economic feasibility of engineering systems,
projects, and services for decision purposes. It
also familiarizes the engineer with operations
and operational feasibility necessary to
considerations of the design process. Chapter
topics cover economic and cost concepts;
interest formula; calculations of economic
equivalence; equivalence involving inflation;
bases for comparison and decision-making
among alternatives; evaluating production
operations and replacement alternatives;
accounting; income taxes in economic analysis;
decisions under risk and uncertainty and
involving multiple criteria; and estimating
economic elements. For a basic understanding
of mathematical modeling in complex
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operational systems, essential to a growing
number of engineers today.
Cases in Engineering Economy Mar 05 2020
This casebook in engineering economy
illustrates the reality of economic analysis and
managerial decision-making in a way that
standard texts cannot. The variety of cases
included make this book a valuable supplement
to any engineering economy or capital
budgeting textbook. Provides an introductory
chapter on case analysis, a solved case, and an
overview of sensitivity analysis, followed by 32
cases covering a wide range of real-life
situations. Some cases include hints for
solution, and a solutions manual, referenced to
major textbooks, is available to adopters.
Solutions Manual to Accompany
Engineering Economics for Capital
Investment Analysis Sep 30 2019
Economic and Financial Analysis for
Engineering and Project Management Aug
10 2020 Economic and Financial Analysis for
Engineering and Project Management is for
engineers and others who must analyze the
financial and economic ramifications of
producing and sustaining capital projects.
Unlike other books in the field, it offers
straightforward and lucid explanations of all
main formulas needed to carry out financial
analyses. The math is kept simple and is fully
explained, making the book accessible to nontechnical personnel. Numerous sample
problems are provided, and can be worked on
standard spreadsheet programs, as well as
solution-manual-for-engineering-economy-fifteenth-edition

using interest rate tables. The book shows how
to link quantitative data to management
decisions and to standard reporting forms and
has been designed for practicing engineers and
students alike. Economic and Financial Analysis
for Engineering and Project Management is a
"must have" for graduate students in
engineering management departments;
graduate and undergraduates taking courses in
project management, engineering economics,
and engineering finance. Practicing engineers
will find this book THE handy reference for any
project involving financial analyses.
Engineering Economic and Cost Analysis Apr
17 2021 Engineering Economic and Cost
Analysis is a practical introduction for those
engineering students and professional
practitioners who are new to the study of
engineering economics.
Understanding Engineering Economy Feb 25
2022
Engineering Economy May 31 2022
Engineering Economy Oct 04 2022 For
courses in undergraduate introductory
engineering economics. Understand the
importance of engineering economics principles
and how to make smart economic choices Used
by engineering students worldwide, this
bestselling text provides a sound understanding
of the principles, basic concepts, and
methodology of engineering economy.
Explanations and examples that are studentcentered and practical in real-life situations
help students develop pro ciency in the
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methods and processes for making rational
decisions. Built upon the rich and time-tested
teaching materials of earlier editions, the text is
extensively revised and updated to reflect
current trends and issues. The new edition
captures the spirit of environmental
sustainability with more than 160 "green"
problems, as well as new end-of-chapter
problems and group exercises, and includes
updates to the new 2017 Federal Tax code
revisions. Also available with MyLab
Engineering MyLab(tm) is the teaching and
learning platform that empowers you to reach
every student. By combining trusted author
content with digital tools and a flexible
platform, MyLab personalizes the learning
experience and improves results for each
student.Instructors can choose from a large
number of homework and practice questions
that are correlated to the textbook, many of
which regenerate algorithmically to give
students unlimited opportunity for practice and
mastery. Note: You are purchasing a standalone
product; MyLab Engineering does not come
packaged with this content. Students, if
interested in purchasing this title with MyLab
Engineering, ask your instructor for the correct
package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors,
contact your Pearson representative for more
information. If you would like to purchase both
the physical text and MyLab Engineering,
search for: 0134873203 / 9780134873206
Engineering Economy Plus MyLab Engineering
with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package
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Package consists of: 0134831675 /
9780134831671 MyLab Engineering with
Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for Engineering
Economy 0134870069 / 9780134870069
Engineering Economy
Engineering Economy for Engineering
Managers Jun 19 2021 A concise guide to the
prinicples of the engineering economy of
industrial firms. Defines the methods in current
practice and discusses how to create or revise
operations for different situations. Based on
current theory and practice and short enough
for rapid self-study. Contains computer
methods used in industry today.
Engineering Economy Aug 29 2019 The
nature and purpose of engineering economy
studies; Some economic relationships; Selection
in present economy; Interest and annuity
relationships; Depreciation and valuation;
Financing engineering enterprises;
Relationship of accounting to economy studies;
Basic economy study patterns; Handling income
and cost data; Economy studies of new projects;
Alternative investments; Fixed, increment, and
sunk costs; Replacement studies; Break-even
and minimum-cost point studies; Capacity, load,
and utilization effects; Studies involving
increasing future demand; Personnel factor
studies; Effects of income taxes in economy
studies; Economy studies in public utilities;
Economy studies of public projects.
Advanced Engineering Economics Jul 29 2019
Advanced Engineering Economics, Second
Edition, provides an integrated framework for

understanding and applying project evaluation
and selection concepts that are critical to
making informed individual, corporate, and
public investment decisions. Grounded in the
foundational principles of economic analysis,
this well-regarded reference describes a
comprehensive range of central topics, from
basic concepts such as accounting income and
cash flow, to more advanced techniques
including deterministic capital budgeting, risk
simulation, and decision tree analysis. Fully
updated throughout, the second edition retains
the structure of its previous iteration, covering
basic economic concepts and techniques,
deterministic and stochastic analysis, and
special topics in engineering economics
analysis. New and expanded chapters examine
the use of transform techniques in cash flow
modeling, procedures for replacement analysis,
the evaluation of public investments, corporate
taxation, utility theory, and more. Now
available as interactive eBook, this classic
volume is essential reading for both students
and practitioners in fields including
engineering, business and economics,
operations research, and systems analysis.
Calculations for Engineering Economic
Analysis Dec 26 2021 Featuring a handy "lookup" format, this easy-to-use guide helps
engineers in every discipline to perform all
types of economic analysis with confidence.
Coverage includes economic analysis using
compound interest, cost comparisons of
alternative methods, decision making using
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statistics and probability, linear programming
and sensitivity analysis, project scheduling with
the critical path method (CPM) and PERT, and
more.
Student's Quick Study Guide for
Engineering Economic Analysis Mar 17
2021 This 320-page book is available separately
from the main text, Engineering Economic
Analysis, 8/e. It contains a 32-page summary of
engineering economy, followed by 386
problems, each with a detailed solution.
Engineering Economics Jul 21 2021 This
book provides a straightforward approach to
explaining engineering economics that is
appropriate for members of all of the major
engineering disciplines. It includes real world
engineering economic analysis examples, and
provides the basic knowledge required for
engineers to be able to perform engineering
economic analyses for different potential
alternative equipment, products, services, and
projects in both the public and private sectors.
It focuses on mastering the basic engineering
economics formulas and their use on different
types of engineering and construction projects,
and includes numerous example problems and
real world case studies.
Engineering Economy Mylab Engineering With
Pearson Etext Access Card Apr 05 2020
Engineering Economy and the Decisionmaking Process Sep 22 2021 Presents
engineering economy in the content context of
the entire decision-making framework.
Features a four-part structure that starts with
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the basics of engineering economy and then
walks through each step in the decision-making
process. Includes examples throughout the
book that stem from real-life applications.
Introduces and integrates the use of computers
and spreadsheets in economic analysis. For
engineering professionals looking for increased
awareness of the issues involved with
engineering economics.
Cases in Engineering Economy Aug 22 2021
Designed to bring real-world complexity into
the classroom, Cases in Engineering Economy
provides 54 unique case studies in engineering
economy. An ideal supplement to your
engineering economic text, this casebook helps
students to hone their analytical, logical, and
communicative skills. The cases are authored
by Ted Eschenbach and William Peterson, with
contributions from engineering economy
professors from ten different universities.
Engineering Economics for Aviation and
Aerospace Nov 12 2020 For all engineers and
practitioners, it is essential to have a
fundamental understanding of cost structure,
estimating cash flows, and evaluating
alternative projects and designs on an
economic basis. Engineering Economics for
Aviation and Aerospace provides the tools and
techniques necessary for engineers to
economically evaluate their projects and
choices. The focus of this book is on a
comprehensive understanding of the theory and
practical applications of engineering
economics. It explains and demonstrates the

principles and techniques of engineering
economics and financial analysis as applied to
the aviation and aerospace industries. Time
value of money, interest factors, and
spreadsheet functions are used to evaluate the
cash flows associated with a single project or
multiple projects. The alternative engineering
economics tools and techniques are utilized in
separate chapters to evaluate the attractiveness
of a single project or to select the best of
multiple alternatives. Most of the engineering
economics and financial mathematics books
available in the market take either a pure
theoretical approach or offer limited
applications. This book incorporates both
approaches, providing students of aviation and
industrial economics, as well as practitioners,
with the necessary mathematical knowledge to
evaluate alternatives on an economic basis.
Engineering Economy Nov 05 2022 This
student-friendly text on the current economic
issues particular to engineering covers the
topics needed to analyze engineering
alternatives. Students use both hand-worked
and spreadsheet solutions of examples,
problems and case studies. In this edition the
options have been increased with an expanded
spreadsheet analysis component, twice the
number of case studies, and virtually all new
end-of-chapter problems. The chapters on
factor derivation and usage, cost estimation,
replacement studies, and after-tax evaluation
have been heavily revised. New material is
included on public sector projects and cost
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estimation. A reordering of chapters puts the
fundamental topics up front in the text. Many
chapters include a special set of problems that
prepare the students for the Fundamentals of
Engineering (FE) exam.This text provides
students and practicing professionals with a
solid preparation in the financial understanding
of engineering problems and projects, as well
as the techniques needed for evaluating and
making sound economic decisions.
Distinguishing characteristics include learning
objectives for each chapter, an easy-to-read
writing style, many solved examples, integrated
spreadsheets, and case studies throughout the
text. Graphical cross-referencing between
topics and quick-solve spreadsheet solutions
are indicated in the margin throughout the text.
While the chapters are progressive, over threequarters can stand alone, allowing instructors
flexibility for meeting course needs. A complete
online learning center (OLC) offers
supplemental practice problems, spreadsheet
exercises, and review questions for the the
Fundamentals of Engineering (FE) exam.
Basics of Engineering Economy Jul 09 2020
This text covers the basic techniques and
applications of engineering economy for all
disciplines in the engineering profession. The
writing style emphasizes brief, crisp coverage
of the principle or technique discussed in order
to reduce the time taken to present and grasp
the essentials. The objective of the text is to
explain and demonstrate the principles and
techniques of engineering economic analysis as
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applied in different fields of engineering. This
brief text includes coverage of multiple
attribute evaluation for instructors who want to
include non-economic dimensions in alternative
evaluation and the discussion of risk
considerations in the appendix, compared to
Blanks comprehensive text, where these topics
are discussed in two unique chapters.
U.S. Engineering in a Global Economy Nov 24
2021 Since the late 1950s, the engineering job
market in the United States has been fraught
with fears of a shortage of engineering skill and
talent. U.S. Engineering in a Global Economy
brings clarity to issues of supply and demand in
this important market. Following a general
overview of engineering-labor market trends,
the volume examines the educational pathways
of undergraduate engineers and their entry into
the labor market, the impact of engineers
working in firms on productivity and
innovation, and different dimensions of the
changing engineering labor market, from
licensing to changes in demand and guest
worker programs. The volume provides insights
on engineering education, practice, and careers
that can inform educational institutions,
funding agencies, and policy makers about the
challenges facing the United States in
developing its engineering workforce in the
global economy.
Fundamentals of Engineering Economics Sep
10 2020 This work offers a concise, but indepth coverage of all fundamental topics of
engineering economics.

Engineering Economy--a Behavioral
Approach May 19 2021 This student-friendly
text on the current economic issues particular
to engineering covers the topics needed to
analyze engineering alternatives. Students use
both hand-worked and spreadsheet solutions of
examples, problems and case studies. In this
edition the options have been increased, with
an expanded spreadsheet analysis component,
twice the number of case studies, and virtually
all new end-of-chapter problems. The chapters
on factor derivation and usage, cost estimation,
replacement studies, and after-tax evaluation
have been heavily revised. New material is
included on public sector projects and cost
estimation. A reordering of chapters puts the
fundamental topics up front in the text. Many
chapters include a special set of problems that
prepare the students for the Fundamentals of
Engineering (FE) exam. This college-level text
provides students and practicing professionals
with a solid preparation in the financial
understanding of engineering problems and
projects, as well as the techniques needed for
evaluating and making sound economic
decisions. Distinguishing characteristics
include learning objectives for each chapter, an
easy-to-read writing style, many solved
examples, integrated spreadsheets, and case
studies throughout the text. Graphical crossreferencing between topics and quick-solve
spreadsheet solutions are indicated in the
margins throughout the text. While the
chapters are progressive, over three-quarters
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can stand alone, allowing instructors flexibility
for meeting course needs. A complete online
learning center (OLC) offers supplemental
practice problems, spreadsheet exercises, and
review questions for the Fundamentals of
Engineering (FE) exam.
Engineering Economy Feb 13 2021
Engineering Economics and Economic
Design for Process Engineers Oct 24 2021
Engineers often find themselves tasked with the
difficult challenge of developing a design that is
both technically and economically feasible. A
sharply focused, how-to book, Engineering
Economics and Economic Design for Process
Engineers provides the tools and methods to
resolve design and economic issues. It helps
you integrate technical and economic decision
making, creating more profit and growth for
your organization. The book puts methods that
are simple, fast, and inexpensive within easy
reach. Author Thane Brown sets the stage by
explaining the engineer’s role in the creation of
economically feasible projects. He discusses the
basic economics of projects — how they are
funded, what kinds of investments they require,
how revenues, expenses, profits, and risks are
interrelated, and how cash flows into and out of
a company. In the engineering economics
section of the book, Brown covers topics such
as present and future values, annuities, interest
rates, inflation, and inflation indices. He details
how to create order-of-magnitude and study
grade estimates for the investments in a project
and how to make study grade production cost
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estimates. Against this backdrop, Brown
explores a unique scheme for producing an
Economic Design. He demonstrates how using
the Economic Design Model brings increased
economic thinking and rigor into the early parts
of design, the time in a project’s life when its
cost structure is being set and when the
engineer’s impact on profit is greatest. The
model emphasizes three powerful new tools
that help you create a comprehensive design
option list. When the model is used early in a
project, it can drastically lower both capital and
production costs. The book’s uniquely industrial
focus presents topics as they would happen in a
real work situation. It shows you how to
combine technical and economic decision
making to create economically optimum
designs and increase your impact on profit and
growth, and, therefore, your importance to your

organization. Using these time-tested
techniques, you can design processes that cost
less to build and operate, and improve your
company’s profit.
Fundamentals of Engineering Economic
Analysis Sep 03 2022 Fundamentals of
Engineering Economic Analysis offers a
powerful, visually-rich approach to the
subject—delivering streamlined yet rigorous
coverage of the use of economic analysis
techniques in engineering design. This awardwinning textbook provides an impressive array
of pedagogical tools to maximize student
engagement and comprehension, including
learning objectives, key term definitions,
comprehensive case studies, classroom
discussion questions, and challenging practice
problems. Clear, topically—organized chapters
guide students from fundamental concepts of
borrowing, lending, investing, and time value of
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money, to more complex topics such as
capitalized and future worth, external rate of
return, deprecation, and after-tax economic
analysis. This fully-updated second edition
features substantial new and revised content
that has been thoroughly re-designed to
support different learning and teaching styles.
Numerous real-world vignettes demonstrate
how students will use economics as practicing
engineers, while plentiful illustrations, such as
cash flow diagrams, reinforce student
understanding of underlying concepts.
Extensive digital resources now provide an
immersive interactive learning environment,
enabling students to use integrated tools such
as Excel. The addition of the WileyPLUS
platform provides tutorials, videos, animations,
a complete library of Excel video lessons, and
much more.
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